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strategy games). They are games that require attention and effort to understand, are taxing and rewarding at the same

time. I'll also say that Company of Heroes is arguably the best real-time strategy game ever made. Its a game of epic
proportions. That makes me feel a little old. But one can be old and loving a game and love it even more because it's the

best game out there. We created a User Group, which allows us to speak directly to our players through a forum. It's a
great place to learn more about our players and why they love Company of Heroes so much. If you're interested, you can
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The second most important part of
Company of Heroes 2: Ardennes Assault is
the Battle of the Bulge campaign, with its

skirmishes, assaults and assaults. Units are
given three classes: melee, artillery and
aerial, and all three can be upgraded on
the battlefield, along with a new melee

weapon and a new close quarters weapon.
During the battles, player forces will

employ a third player camera to zoom in
and out and create a third map overview.
Players can then choose which maps to

rotate in through the options. If you have
been following the site for a while, you

would have also seen some words about
World War 2 games. Before Company of

Heroes 2 was released, we made a long list
of World War 2 games that we want to see.
Company of Heroes 2 may very well not be

the next game, but it has been added to
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that list. It is one of the best World War 2
games, and for a game that is so different,
with a different set of play mechanics, I am

happy. Its still got World War 2 for me.
There you have it. Im getting old. I admit it.

And I like to see a game that can be
enjoyed by me, even if its far from my best
genre. I dont know how to describe it, if its
gone the way of War Thunder, or F.E.A.R. 2,
or something else, but this is a game that I

would love to play. Just stop mumbling,
wake up, stand up and make Company of

Heroes 2. The success of Company of
Heroes 2 has been a bit shocking to me. I
never expected Relic to do as well as they

did; they have some great talent, but I
thought they were just a one hit wonder,
making one great game and that was it.
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